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Captertee – Our 
800th National Park
by keith muir

ThE acquisition of the 
800th National Park, 
the 2,800 hectare 
Capertee National 

Park, not only has created 
a haven for endangered 
woodland birds, it will 
ultimately link with the Airly-
Genowlan sector of the 
Gardens of Stone reserve.

The Capertee National 
Park is just north of the Airly-
Genowlan Mesa, which may 
soon be announced as a state 
conservation area. The planned 
dedication of Airly reserve 
would protect a contiguous forest 

blanket joining with the million 
hectare Greater Blue Mountains 
reserve system. While Capertee 
has the biodiversity, Airly has 
the superlative natural beauty 
and together they will create 
a truly great addition to the 
reserve system. 

The grassy woodlands of 
Capertee Valley were poorly 
represented in existing reserves. 
The new National Park adds to 
the existing Blue Mountains 
Parks and will greatly increase 
the chances of survival for 
woodland bird species. The 
nationally endangered Regent 
honeyeater will benefit from 
the protection of 12 kilometres 

of prime breeding habitat along 
the Capertee River.

The property has 17 different 
vegetation communities, 
including Yellow Box-Blakely’s 
Red Gum Woodland and 
Grassy White Box Woodland, 
that are Endangered Ecological 
Communities.

The adjoining Crown lands 
on the Airly and Genowlan 
Mountains are spectacular 
areas that can now be reserved 
after a campaign stretching 
back to 1985. Airly-Genowlan 
area is a natural wonderland 
that will become a prime 
attraction. It is essential that 

Near the Lost City, Newnes Plateau – how long must this area wait for protection? (Photo: H. Gold)
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General Meetings
will be held at our 
office on level 2, 

Fortuna House, 332 
Pitt Street, at 2.00pm 
on Thursday October 
14th, November 11th 
and December 9th. 
Visitors welcome.
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these mountains are reserved 
and managed in harmony with 
the new Capertee National 
Park so its spectacular scenic 
features are not degraded 
through neglect.

Steps toward protection for 
the Gardens of Stone

The NSW Government 
should reserve the Airly-
Genolan Mountains as a State 
Conservation Area together 
with the other easily reserved 
areas included in the Gardens 
of Stone reserve proposal. 

Administrative details have 

delayed reservation action, 
necessitating National Parks 
and Wildlife to overcome major 
hurdles with no certainty 
of conservation outcome. 
A provisional draft plan of 
management has been prepared 
by National Parks and Wildlife 
for the proposed reserve to 
satisfy the miner, Centennial 
Coal, that the Airly-Genowlan 
reserve would not cause a 
problem for future mining 
operations. 

Subsequently, National 
Parks and Wildlife developed 
amendments to a State 
Environmental Planning 
Policy in association with 
the Department of Industry 
and Investment to address 
Centennial Coal’s concerns 

regarding surface works 
associated with Airly mine. 

National Parks have certainly 
done the job, but what about 
the politicians?

It seems that political 
support for reservation of a 
state conservation area can 
only be contemplated when 
all necessary impediments 
to coal mining arising from 
conservation concerns are 
addressed. This method of 
problem solving has taken over 
five years to reach the point of 
reservation. 

The Colong Foundation has 
identified three additional areas 
which can easily be reserved. 
Like the Airly-Genowlan area, 
the Clarence Colliery is a bord 
and pillar mine that contains 

within its lease area the NPWS 
identified Wollemi wilderness. 
This area could be reserved 
now. The Baal Bone colliery 
is almost worked out, and this 
area could be protected now. 
Such a decision would permit 
the mine’s rehabilitation 
program to account for reserve 
requirements, and give this 
masterpiece of a landscape its 
best chance at repair. Then there 
are the legal obligations to pro-
tect the endangered ecological 
communities, including the 
shrub swamps, and these could 
also be reserved. 

The reservation of the 
Newnes Plateau would take 
conservation further, but the 
above easy steps should be 
taken now.  ❖

Capertee, Our 
800th National Park
 Continued from page �

by dr geoff mosley

FOR several hundred years our 
world has been driven by the 
pursuit of economic growth 
and there is presently no sign of 
any end to this. Many believe 
that we have already exceeded 
the earth’s environmental 
capacity but powerful interests 
who benefit from growth say 
the limit point is too far off 
into the future to bother about 
and in any case we need more 
growth to fix the damage 
to the physical and social 
environment. As for politicians 
if they have anything to say on 

the matter it is mainly about 
what they call ‘sustainable 
growth’ or ‘green growth’ and 
managing the effects.

The missing element in the 
discussion is the absence of an 
alternative to endless economic 
growth – a way of life that 
would be in harmony with 
natural systems and which 
would deliver real fairness 
rather than being based on the 
endless increase in the use of 
the earth’s material resources 
and social discrimination.

This revolutionary 
alternative – the steady state 
economy – is the subject of 
Geoff Mosley’s new book which 

is to be released by publisher 
Envirobook in early October at 
an expected price of $19.95. Its 
title is ‘Steady State: Alternative 
to Endless Economic Growth.’

Drawing on his experience 
of 60 years as a conservationist 
Geoff believes serious public 
consideration of the steady state 
alternative is long overdue. We 
have a lot of catching up, a lot of 
damage to repair, which would 
be nowhere near as difficult if 
we had acted sooner on dealing 
with the cause rather than the 
effects.

In his book Geoff not only 
outlines the main features of 
a steady state economy which 

will need to be applied across 
the world to succeed but also 
examines the transitional 
measures – how to move from 
where we are today to that new 
way of living. Sooner or later 
we have to stop treating our 
earth as a magic pudding. The 
sooner the better. ❖

Replacing Endless Economic Growth 
with a Viable Alternative… 
The Steady State
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ThE Department 
of Environment, 
Climate Change and 
Water (DECCW) has 

issued a draft guideline for 
logging endangered ecological 
communities. This draft 
guideline could open up these 
rare habitats to commercial 
logging. According to long time 
forest campaigner, Ms Carmel 
Flint, DECCW has already 
given approval to log some 
endangered communities prior 
to having any guidelines in 
place to regulate the activity. All 
this seems like a return to the 
Forestry Commission of old. 

In a submission to the 
Department on behalf of 
several environment groups Ms 
Flint questioned the proposed 
logging guideline, particularly 
its lack of scientific monitoring 
or quarantining the most highly 
endangered communities. 

National recovery plans 
for endangered ecological 
communities have identified 
logging as a major threat to 
the integrity of endangered 
forest communities. DECCW’s 
proposed guideline, however, 
has a level playing field approach 
to logging operations and this 
could mean that commercial 
logging of endangered 
ecological communities would 
be subject to standard logging 
conditions. 

The Threatened Species 
Conservation Act requires 
management actions to 
maintain or improve an 
endangered forest’s condition. 
Logging is never going to 
improve ecological health, so 
the Department’s proposed 
guideline, and particularly its 
level playing field approach, 
appears to be in conflict with 
the primary management 
purpose of the Threatened 
Species Conservation Act.

What commercial logging 
will do is cause the degradation 
of the endangered forests. Such 
damage could subsequently 
permit the clearing of these 
forests, as clearing under the 
native vegetation regulation 

is permitted in some 
circumstances where forests 
are degraded.

Ms Flint also has advised the 
Colong Foundation that over 
the last three years 15,685ha of 
oldgrowth native forest has been 
approved for logging under the 

Private Native Forest logging 
guidelines. The Environment 
Department approved for 
logging approximately 91% of 
areas mapped on private land 
as oldgrowth forest and 37% 
of the areas that have been 
mapped as rainforest on private 

land under the Private Native 
Forestry program. 

It appears that the logging 
of environmentally significant 
native forests has not been 
eliminated, but rather displaced 
from state forests onto private 
land. ❖

Logging Endangered Ecological 
Communities

Logging private rainforest within NPWS identified wilderness on the North Coast (Photo: H. Gold)

Wild Blue Mountains 
Environmental consultant and photographer, Ian Brown, is producing 
an exciting new Calendar of the Blue Mountains for 2011.  It will be 
available from retail outlets or direct from Ian Brown, with free delivery 
and discounts of 10% for 2-3 copies and 20% for more than 3.
The calendar is of a large size (300 mm wide by 385 mm high), 
portrait format and wire bound. Only 500 copies of the 2011 
edition will be produced containing fourteen powerful and diverse 
photographs of the Blue Mountains, near and far, landscape, forests, 
rivers and wildflowers, all new and never before published. The 
images are accompanied by informative captions and dates of important conservation events in 
the Blue Mountains.
Wholly produced in Australia, the calendar is printed to the highest standards with soy-based 
inks on chlorine free heavy art paper that is certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.
Available now. Price $35 each.
You can order by email ianbrown@lisp.com.au (payment on delivery) or phone (02 4787 1420) 
and pay by EFT (contact for details) or send a cheque or money order to Ian Brown, Windy Cliff 
Press, PO Box 30, Mount Victoria, NSW 2786.
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by keith muir

A year ago it came 
to the Colong 
F o u n d a t i o n ’ s 
attention that less 

than half the lands acquired 
by the Dunphy Wilderness 
Fund were declared under 
the Wilderness Act. After 
expressing concern, the 
Department of Environment, 
Climate Change and Water 
wrote to us in 2009 that there 
“are no further impediments to 
the declaration as wilderness 
of Green Gully”… and some 
other notable acquisitions. 
Then out of nowhere came a 
Departmental proposal for a 
helicopter tourism operation 
at three sites in the Gully.

Green Gully is the biggest 
piece of wilderness land 
acquired by the Dunphy Fund 
and if the tourism venture 
had been approved, a very 
negative precedent would 
have been established. The 
Colong Foundation viewed the 
plan as the tourism equivalent 
of Ranger Uranium Mine 
in Kakadu National Park – 
allowing resort developments 
that otherwise would be 
unlawful in a wilderness area.

helicopter tourism is the 
noisiest, most greenhouse gas 
unfriendly form of motorised 
transport. It defeats the 
first principle of wilderness 
management, which is to 
exclude motorised transport. 
The Green Gully incident 
suggests, at the very least, that 
the Department is confused.

Fortunately the Department 
just as suddenly dropped the 
proposal but this fiasco begs 
the question as to why the 
Dunphy acquired areas have 
not been protected since the 
program ceased in 2006.

All but one of the Dunphy 
Fund acquired properties 
were then rapidly gazetted as 
national park but 28 remain 
not protected as wilderness. 
Fifteen of these properties are 

considered by the Department 
as having no substantial 
impediments to wilderness 
status. That leaves a ‘bakers 
dozen’ of Dunphy Fund 
properties with impediments 
and these may not be declared 
before the State election in 
March unless Environment 
Minister Frank Sartor 
intervenes. It is very important 
for us to get wilderness 
declaration up on the list of 
Departmental priorities.

Last month three Dunphy 
properties were declared 
under the Wilderness Act, but 
all roads in these areas were 
excised from the declared area, 
including ‘paper roads’ that do 
not exist. This treatment of 
wilderness properties under 
the Wilderness Act does no 
credit to National Parks and 
Wildlife as it puts these areas 
at risk from 4WD vehicle use.

Action: Write to the 
Minister for Environment 
and Climate Change, the hon 
Frank Sartor at Parliament 
house, Sydney, 2000 and 
request that he take urgent 
steps to protect all wilderness 
areas acquired by the Dunphy 
Fund. Ask Minister Sartor to 
take the steps necessary to 
include roads in the wilderness 
areas declared, particularly the 
‘paper roads.’ ❖

Action needed  
to Protect the Dunphy 
Wilderness Areas

The wait may soon be over for the 
protection of the 14,000 hectare 
Green Gully Wilderness but 
many other Dunphy Wilderness 
acquisitions remain unprotected. 
(Photo: H. Gold)

ThE United Nations declared 
2010 the International Year of 
Biodiversity. It is a celebration 
of life on earth and of the value 
of biodiversity for our lives. The 
world is invited to take action 
in 2010 to safeguard the variety 
of life on earth: biodiversity.

To coincide with the 
International Year of 
Biodiversity, the United Nations 
has released the third edition of 
its Global Biodiversity Outlook. 
It assesses the state of the Earth’s 
plant and animal species. 

Colong member, David 
Lockwood, provides the 
following summary of the 
report’s key findings:

Species that have been 
assessed for extinction risk are 
moving closer to extinction. 
Amphibians are most at risk 
and coral species are declining 
most rapidly, while nearly a 
quarter of all plant species are 
threatened with extinction.

The abundance of vertebrate 
species fell by nearly a third 
between 1970 and 2006 with 
severe declines in the tropics 
and among freshwater species.

Natural habitats in most 
parts of the world continue to 
decline in extent and integrity. 
Serious declines are occurring 
in freshwater wetlands, ocean 
habitats, salt marshes, coral 
reefs, seagrass beds and shellfish 
reefs. On the other hand the 
rate of loss of tropical forests 
and mangroves has slowed in 
some regions. 

Extensive fragmentation and 
degradation of forests, rivers 
and other ecosystems has led 
to a loss of biodiversity and 
ecosystem services.

Crop and livestock genetic 
diversity continues to decline in 
agricultural systems.

The five principle drivers 
of biodiversity loss are either 
constant or increasing. They are 
habitat change, overexploitation, 
pollution, invasive alien species 
and climate change.

The gap between the 
ecological footprint of humanity 
and the biological capacity of 
the Earth is growing wider.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The report estimates 
that 12% of birds, 21% of 
mammals, 28% of reptiles, 
30% of amphibians, 35% of 
invertebrates, 37% of freshwater 
fish and 70% of all plants are 
threatened with extinction. The 
loss of biodiversity has major 
implications for future human 
wellbeing. The provision 
of food, fibre, medicines, 
freshwater, pollination of crops 
and filtration of pollutants are 
among the ecosystem services 
potentially threatened by 
declining biodiversity. Cultural 
services also declining include 
opportunities for knowledge 
and education, as well as recre-
ational and aesthetic values.

Action to implement the 
Convention on Biological 
Diversity has not occurred on 
a sufficient scale to address 
the pressures on biodiversity 
in most places. There has 
been insufficient integration 
of biodiversity issues into 
broader policies, strategies and 
programmes. The underlying 
drivers of biodiversity loss 
have not been significantly 
addressed.

Changes in abundance and 
distribution of species can have 
serious impacts on human 
society. Climate change will shift 
the geographical distribution 
of species towards the poles 
by hundreds or thousands of 
kilometres by the end of the 
21st century.

Well targeted policies focus-
ing on critical areas, species and 
ecosystem services are essential 
to avoid the most dangerous 
impacts of biodiversity loss.

Better protection of 
biodiversity should be seen as 
a prudent and cost effective 
investment in risk avoidance for 
the global community. Scientific 
uncertainty surrounding 
biodiversity and the functions 
of ecosystems should not be an 
excuse for inaction. The real 
benefits of biodiversity and 
the costs of its loss need to be 
reflected within our economic 

8.

Global Biodiversity 
Outlook

 �
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JUST before the Federal 
Government went into 
caretaker mode for 
the election, it passed 

renewable energy legislation 
that permits the electricity 
generated from woodchipping 
operations to be counted as 
renewable energy. These laws 
will permit the woodchipping 
industry to obtain taxpayer 
supported Renewable Energy 
Certificates (RECS) for 
any electricity it produces 
from burning native forest 
waste.  The Opposition tried 
to broaden the scope of the 
legislation to permit all forms 
of forest operations to generate 
renewable energy.

Meanwhile in NSW, the 
Government is poised to 
decide the fate of the first such 
“dead koala power station”, 
which is proposed for the 
Eden woodchip mill. The Eden 
proposal is for a 5.5MW wood-
fired power station that would 
burn about 57,700 tonnes of 
wood, primarily from native 
forests. If approved, it would 
be a foot in the door for larger 
wood-fired power plants.

Four out of five eucalypt trees 
logged in Victoria, Tasmania, 
Western Australia and south-
east NSW go to a woodchip mill. 

All these trees are defined as 
“waste”, as any tree unsuitable 
for saw timber production is 
waste. Whether all these trees 
could also be defined as waste 
from woodchipping operations 
suitable for electricity 
production is a moot point, but 
given the history of logging 
operations in Australia it is 
possible, if not a likely, long 
run outcome. 

Trees, both live and dead, 
comprise native forest habitat. 
They are also food for wildlife 
and decompose to condition 
the soil. Native forests do not 
produce waste.

Already the woodchip 

industry has plans for native 
forest fired power stations 
in Victoria, Tasmania and 
Western Australia as well as in 
NSW.

Woodchip buyers are starting 
to refuse woodchips from 
native forests in preference to 
more consistent product from 
plantations. Loggers, however, 
can boost revenue by generating 
electricity and earning RECS. 
In addition to selling surplus 
energy to energy retailers, 
RECs can be sold to ‘dirty’ coal 
fired power stations so that 
these generators can meet their 
Government mandated ‘green’ 
energy targets. 

Burning native forests for 
electricity, however, generates 
much more carbon dioxide 
than coal. According to Dr 
John Kaye, Greens MLC, “the 
actual efficiency of wood-
fired plants is around 9.5 per 
cent according to the Forest 
Products Association data, and 
this compares with fifty percent 
generation efficiency associated 
with the best gas fired power 
plants.  Further, there is a net 
loss of carbon from the forest 
as the woodchip logging cycle 
is less than half that of the 80 
or more years required for the 
carbon stores to be returned to 

the forest.”  
The plan to burn native forests 

for electricity undermines 
our desire to achieve clean, 
sustainable energy supplies and 
protect native forests. “There 
are only so many Renewable 
Energy Certificates issued, and 
allowing REC’s to be generated 
from native forest wood-fired 
power will reduce support 
for genuinely renewable 
alternative energy like solar, 
geothermal and wind power. 
Wood-fired power therefore 
deprives genuine renewables 
of much needed government 
subsidies,” Dr Kaye said.

Yet despite the inefficiency 
and waste, burning of native 
forests is given a zero emissions 
value and does not account for 
the fuel used in logging, truck 
haulage or in the production of 
woodchips. 

Dr John Kaye of the Greens 
says that perhaps that is 
one reason why most of the 
electricity retailers in Australia 
do not want to touch it. Eleven 
Australian electricity retailers 
have come out and stated that 
they will not purchase RECs 
from the burning of native 
forest biomass. ❖

Image: chipstop.forest.org.au

Don’t burn native forests for electricity 

Alpine Wilderness freed from Grazing impediment
In 1992 the Land Conservation Council (LCC) excised several areas of proposed wilderness that 
had grazing licences in the Alpine National Park when making its final wilderness recommendations 
to the Victorian Government. At the time it noted that “grazing is incompatible with the concept of 
wilderness” and as a result the boundaries of wilderness areas proclaimed were reduced.
Now that the incompatible  grazing licences in these areas have been cancelled there is an exciting 
opportunity to proclaim at least a further 33,600 hectares of wilderness. It would be possible to 
create an Indi addition (11,600 ha) to the Pilot Wilderness which would protect the Davies Plain 
area; a new Tingaringy addition (13,000 ha); and a Razor/Viking addition (9,000 ha).These three 
wilderness zones were originally proposed by the LCC and now can be protected.
Wilderness in national parks should surely be protected. The current inadequacy of the Victorian 
situation is underlined by the fact that whereas 39% of Kosciuszko National Park is protected as 
wilderness the corresponding figure for the Alpine Park is only 18%. Now there is a chance to 
lessen the imbalance.
You can help bring about the necessary amendments to the Alps Plan of Management and bring in 
the legislation necessary to proclaim and protect these outstanding wilderness areas. 
Write to the Victorian Environment Minister and request a review to expand the wilderness 
zones in the Alpine National Park now that grazing as ceased:
The Hon. Gavin Jennings, MP 
Minister for Environment, Climate Change and Innovation 
Level 22, 50 Lonsdale Street, Melbourne VIC 3000
and express your support for these three wilderness additions.

systems and markets.
We can no longer see the loss 

of biodiversity as a non-core 
issue of society. Action taken 
over the next decade or two 
will determine whether the 
relatively stable environmental 
conditions on which civilisation 
has depended will continue 
beyond this century. There 
remain great opportunities to 
address biodiversity loss. Some 
scenarios can mitigate climate 
change while maintaining or 
expanding forest cover. 

Opportunities exist to 
‘rewild’ abandoned farmland in 
some regions. River basins can 
be restored as well as wetlands 
to enhance water supply, flood 
control and the removal of 
pollutants. ❖

Global Biodiversity
 Continued from page �
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by keith muir

ThE NSW Department of 
Environment, Climate 
Change and Water 
has over 33 fulltime 

equivalent staff in its Tourism 
and Partnerships Branch. Few 
of these staff appear engaged 
in any sort of community 
outreach program. 

The six functions of 
the Branch are: business 
development; business oper-
ations; commercial partners; 
oversight of a national 
parks call-in centre; visitor 
experience and education; 
marketing and promotions; 
and strategic projects and 
liaison. The call-in centre 
sells annual passes, and books 
tours and accommodation, 
while the visitor experience 
and education functions are to 
develop and implement new 
‘products and experiences’.

This reinvention of 
national parks as business 
opportunities appears to be 
a disturbing global trend. In 
cash strapped Britain, plans 
that are being considered by 
the government that include 
selling off of national nature 
reserves as part of efforts to 
achieve an expected 40% 
cut in the budget of the 
Department for Environment, 
Food and Rural Affairs (The 
Guardian, 13 Aug, 2010). In 
the US, politicians are using 
parks for political leverage. 
The Wyoming Governor, Dave 
Freudenthal, is threatening to 
sell some of one of America’s 
most beautiful national parks 
unless President Barack 
Obama’s administration comes 
up with cash for education in 
the financially troubled state.

There is no law that requires 
nature conservation to evolve 
toward positive ends. Like 
everything else it is politically 
driven. It is possible that 
the conservation gains of 
generations can be lost in just 
one economic crisis. This is 
not to suggest that the current 
NSW Government will be 
selling whole national parks. 
No, what is at stake is the 
exclusive occupation of small 

bits of parks by commercial 
developers. 

Plans for parks on the Far 
South Coast

According to the “Australia’s 
Coastal Wilderness Tourism 
Master Plan” the Pender’s site 
in the Mimosa Rocks National 
Park is a key development 
site, or in industry jargon, a 
“product enhancement focal 
point”. Other potential “product 
enhancement focal points” on 
the far South Coast of NSW 
have earmarked at Green Cape, 
Bittangabee, Mowarry Point in 
the Ben Boyd National Park.

The Pender’s site has 
received at least one provisional 
expression of interest for a 
bed and breakfast in the old 
Myer house, which is situated 
on southernmost headland 
of Wapengo Estuary (Birthy 
Inlet). It is feared that such 
a development could restrict 
access by general public to the 
property. 

The Penders site and the 
buildings were gifted to the 
people of Australia by the Myer 
and Grounds families in 1976 
and a small part of the former 
site was then leased back to 
these families until the end of 
2010. 

The current draft plan of 
management for Mimosa 
Rocks National Park proposes 

to manage Penders for 
conservation and public 
recreation. Several influential 
local families oppose the 
Penders development. It will be 
interesting to see if development 
plans progress in the face of this 
resistance and the draft plan.

The draft management plan 
for Ben Boyd National Park on 
the other hand does identify 
accommodation developments 
for Mowarry Point, Bittangabee 
Bay and Green Cape outside 
the lightstation complex on the 
Light to Light Walk. Any such 
development at Green Cape 
could put at risk the population 
of Spotted-Tailed Quolls recently 
found there (Canberra Times, 8 
June, 2010). The legal advice 
of 9 June this year, Mr Tim 
Robertson SC, explained some 
of the adverse aspects of such 
development in national parks:

“As everyone knows, tourist 
facilities usually involve 
permanent development, not 
readily reversible like camping 
areas and narrow tracks. It 
is difficult to envisage how 
a tourist development as is 
commonly understood could 
coalesce with an objective 
to promote or conserve 
biodiversity, especially over 
time (how can a tourist 
development whose impacts 
are only perceived after 
approval be reversed?). A 

tourist resort requires power, 
water and sewage facilities, 
increasing the footprint of 
development in remote areas 
for many kilometres.”

These concerns of Mr 
Robertson are repeated but 
for a different reason in the 
Australia’s Wilderness Coast 
Tourism Master Plan.  The 
Master Plan mentions as “Site 
Challenges: access for additional 
accommodation developments 
and services (power, water 
etc.).” These site challenges 
for primitive sites can push 
development costs into the 
multiple millions, even before a 
sod is turned in relation to the 
accommodation facilities. This 
then creates economic forces 
that drive up the scale of the 
accommodation development 
so it becomes much larger 
than would be needed if these 
tourist facilities were located in 
the villages of Pambula, Eden 
and Wonboyn the close-by. 

The current Ben Boyd 
National Park plan of 
management proposed 
closure of the 4WD road 
between Leather Jacket Bay 
and Mowarry Point is to be 
overturned by the new draft 
plan. Retention of this road 
would greatly reduce costs for 
any future resort developer at 
Mowarry Point. As Light to 
Light walking track is to be 
relocated off this road, more 
bushland in the national 
park will be cleared for the 
new track. The new tourist 
track and its accommodation 
development for which the 
NPWS will seek expressions of 
interest this year, comes at the 
cost of nature conservation.

Such proposed development 
seems insufficient for the size 
of the business aspirations of 
the Tourism and Partnership 
Branch. Sally Barnes head of 
National Parks and Wildlife 
wants a “world-class” 
development at Ben Boyd 
National Park (Sun-Herald, 
11.7.10), but how developers 
and bureaucrats will translate 
that vision into real estate 
and gain a good return on 
these investments remains 
unknown. ❖

Clearing the way for Tourism Parks

Leases like this one for the marina at Bobbin Head in Ku-ring-gai National 
Park are likely to emerge from the Tourism and Partnerships Branch of 
National Parks and Wildlife. (Photo: A. Cox)



Support the Colong Foundation!
To: The Treasurer, Colong Foundation for Wilderness Ltd.

Level 2, 332 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000
The enclosed remittance or advice covers the item(s) indicated by a tick. (One cheque is sufficient to 
cover subscription and donation.)

Membership application ($30) to 31 December 2010
(NB Membership application covers Bulletin subscription)

 Colong Bulletin Subscription ($11) to 31 December 2010 (non members only)
 Membership renewal to 31 December 2010 ($30)  Life Membership ($550)
 Tax deductible donation of $____ to the Colong Wilderness Fund
 PLUS $____ being for publications as indicated on the reverse side of this form.

NAME (Mr, Ms, Mrs, Miss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ADDRESS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P/CODE . . . . . . . . . . . . . .DATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHONE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EMAIL:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
SIGNED  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .AMOUNT  . . . . . . . . . .
Payment by credit card. Mastercard    Visa   Expiry date ____   ____
Card #    __ __ __ __     __ __ __ __      __ __ __ __     __ __ __ __ 

MeMBerShip appliCation Why not join or invite a friend to join?
  Yes, I wish to become a member of the Colong Foundation for Wilderness Ltd. I subscribe to 

the Foundation’s aim of preserving Australia’s wilderness remnants. I accept the liability provided in 
the Colong Foundation’s Articles of Association to guarantee $20 should it be needed in the event 
of the winding up of the Foundation.   Signed  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

a BequeSt
please remember us

in your Will. 
The Law Society of NSW 
recommends the following 
wording… “I bequeath 
the sum of $… to the 

Colong Foundation for 
Wilderness Ltd. for its 
general purposes and 

declare that the receipt 
of the treasurer 

for the time being 
of the Colong 
Foundation for 
Wilderness Ltd. 
shall be complete 

discharge to my executors 
in respect of any sum 
paid to the Colong 

Foundation for Wilderness 
Ltd.”

aBout the Colong Foundation
The Colong Foundation, the successor to Myles Dunphy’s National Parks and 
Primitive Areas Council, is Australia’s longest-serving community advocate for 
wilderness. Its proposal for a Wilderness Act was accepted in 1987. To supplement 
this legislation, our Red Index, audits NSW wilderness areas, identifies threats 
and formulates site specific protection remedies. There are now 1,836,000 ha 
of protected wilderness in NSW. However, many beautiful and environmentally 
highly significant wilderness areas are not protected, such as the 13,000 ha Green 
Gully in the Macleay Gorges, Pilliga and Goonoo on the north west slopes, Yengo 
in the Blue Mountains, the Deua Valley on the South Coast and the Tabletop and 
Main Range in the Snowy Mountains.
The Colong Foundation for Wilderness has had a long and successful history. 
From its foundation in 1968 until 1975 it was the fighting force that prevented 
limestone mining and the destruction of native forest for pine plantations in the 

southern Blue Mountains. The Foundation not only played a leading role 
in realising Myles Dunphy’s plan for a Greater Blue Mountains National 
Park, it pushed for its World Heritage listing, as well as the reservation of 
a Border Ranges National Park and Kakadu National Park. It has initiated 

successful campaigns for the protection of over a million hectares of 
wilderness in NSW.
The realisation of Myles Dunply’s vision of a comprehensive system 

of national parks with protected wilderness areas remains the primary 
objective of the Colong Foundation.

Now, more than ever, the Foundation needs your support. Well financed and 
powerful rural interests, miners, loggers, resort developers, as well as four wheel 
drive enthusiasts, horse riders and others, have greatly increased the threats 
facing Australia’s wild places.
Only with your help, through continued membership and donations, can the 
Foundation continue its campaigns for the preservation of the natural environment 
and effective nature-based national park management, and by concentrating on 
wilderness, these rare areas can be kept safe from development and misuse.
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Price Posted

WILD PLACES 27.50
The meticulously researched, beautifully written 
book on wilderness by Peter Prineas with 
photographs by Henry Gold (285pp)

BLUE MOUNTAINS WORLD HERITAGE
Alex Colley and Henry Gold’s description of the 67 year 
campaign culminating in World Heritage listing. 
(136pp) 50.00

SUSTAINABILITY
Alex Colley provides his vision on a sustainable future. 
(90pp) 20.00

THE BAREFOOT BUSHWALKER 27.50
by Dorothy Butler, Australian Geographic award 
winner. A story of a lifetime of adventure in 
wilderness and high mountains (292pp)

THE BATTLE FOR THE BUSH 27.50
Geoff Mosley’s account of the genesis of the 
nature conservation movement and saving of 
the Blue Mountains environment (174pp)

MYLES DUNPHY (SELECTED WRITINGS) 43.95
CLASSIC BUSHWALKING MAPS by Myles Dunphy

(Gangerang and Kowmung Maps) 6.00ea

WILDERNESS RED INDEX – complete $110
The Index describes the land ownership, values, history and 
threats to NSW wild places

– Summary brochures $2.20

– Listing of individual areas $5.50

LIVING WITH THE DINGO (107pp) 19.00
by Adam O’Neill

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE FROM THE COLONG FOUNDATION

THE COLONG FOUNDATION

SENDER: THE COLONG FOUNDATION FOR 
WILDERNESS
Level 2, 332 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000

colong
bulletin


